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As if by design, we are back to the beginning, to where EINA star-
ted. We aim to channel that same sense of excitement that defined 
the school’s founding in Torre Dolcet, and use it to inhabit the Bosc 
house, a few meters away. 

EINA is undergoing a process of renewal, and expanding its insti-
tutional spirit and ways of understanding art and design. Going 
forward, we see the school as critical, flexible and committed to 
thinking and doing, able to aesthetically formulate and resolve the 
needs and challenges of the present day.

We have long been in need of more space and luck has brought 
us this magnificent building, which has rightly been said to have 
something of the school’s soul, due to its proximity to Dolcet and 
Sentmenat, its location at the foot of Vallvidrera, at the top of Sa-
rrià, between the city and the Collserola forest. Due too to the his-
tory and configuration of the building, with its tower, and its seam-
stress quarters clustered around a large courtyard. Like EINA, the 
building has a long-standing relationship to the neighbourhood, 
and there is an ineffable feeling that comes upon entering the space, 
a feeling that distinguishes EINA and its community. 

In 1967, when EINA was founded, at stake were the recovery of a 
culture snatched away by the Franco dictatorship, and the leader-
ship of a pedagogical project in the tradition of the Bauhaus and 
the Ulm School. The school became a benchmark for modernity 
and critical thinking about art, design and the humanities. 

Now there is a need to reaffirm our identity and claim our central 
position. The new Bosc building must catalyze this process. It must 
be the material form of the values of transversality, performativity, 
craftsmanship, digital transformation, inclusiveness and diversity. 

Partly due to this, we have thought of the renovation as a basic 
intervention and a participatory process with the input of the  

teachers and students from the school. The Bosc building must 
represent, in its form and in the activities it will host, the new  
ways of thinking about art and design, learning and practice.

The moment has arrived to rethink who we are and how we must 
respond to the world we live in. Climate emergencies, sustainabili-
ty, the circular economy, gender justice, health, the city and mobi-
lity are issues that need to be identified and creatively solved.

We have the tools, in the form of the recently-launched Eina Idea, 
an area for strategic thinking, acceleration of ideas and a pro-
gramming platform. Meanwhile, EINA Obra, a project that will 
promote tactical relationships between the school, companies and 
the society at large, has also been set up.

And now we also have the new space at Bosc, to allow the optimal 
conditions for us to develop all this activity. But we must renew 
pedagogies and prioritize excellence in teaching, research and te-
chnical achievement. We need a perspective that is global, yet also 
local and immediate.

We must strengthen our presence in international circles, while 
leading dialogue with the city and its cultural and research insti-
tutions in art and design, science and technology. We at EINA are 
committed to making it better, to positioning the school as a demo-
cratic centre committed to teaching, research and practice. Our fo-
cus is art and design that is intended to be transformative, driven 
by social and environmental responsibility, critical thought and 
disruptive study. The Board of Trustees, together with teachers, 
staff, students and the EINA community, must build the EINA of 
the future in Bosc and Sentmenat.

Miquel Molins 
President 

EINA Foundation
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EINA in the Making
Reflections on the Expansion of Teaching and Creative Spaces 

EINA, Centre Universitari de Disseny i Art de Barcelona, is a school that has specialized in 
interior design, graphic design and product and industrial design since 1967. Heir to the 
Bauhaus tradition (1919-31) and the Ulm school (1950-68), it was founded to supply Barce-
lona with the modern pedagogical approaches and creative culture of modernity that were 
lacking under Franco’s waning regime.  

Our teaching methods attach great importance to practical, hands-on and 
experimental approaches and their application to design. Design is to us not 
just a profession but a way of seeing, understanding and living in the world. 
Art, in contrast, provides us with ways of approaching design, through ob-
serving the world around us, experimenting with new ideas and techniques, 
questioning the usual way of doing things, thinking critically and being crea-
tive and innovative. 

EINA began operations in the Dolcet house, by the architect Joan Rubió i Bellver on the 
Vallvidrera Road. In the 1990s, the school moved to the tower of the Marquis of Sentmenat, 
a new building leased by Barcelona City Council, which it has called home ever since. It has 
also made use of the Barra de Ferro cultural space in the heart of Barcelona, which houses a 
printing and screen-printing workshops and a small exhibition hall.

The Spatial Needs at EINA
The world of art and creativity is not static, and recent years have seen new 
forms and ideas put into practice. There has been the unavoidable incor-
poration of digital technologies, which require particular treatments and 
infrastructures, as well as a significant revaluation of self-production and 
self-sufficient manufacturing of consumer goods, as a critical reaction against 
consumer society in favour of sustainability. Finally, in a kind of synthesis, 
there has been a growing awareness of the importance of craftsmanship in 
artistic expression and production. The idea that cognitive processes, emo-
tions, and body movements are closely related and mutually influenced, is 
now fully supported by research in cognitive sciences, pedagogy, psychology, 
and artificial intelligence.  

Pedagogical activity at EINA has always been innovative and reactive to change; these new 
requirements mean there is a need for more teaching and creative spaces. The school has 
also grown and added new degree programs. Space in the Sentmenat tower has become very 
limited and completely inadequate to carrying out the school’s day-to-day activities.

EINA was actively looking for a new headquarters in Poblenou, between the 
creative industries and the artistic world of the city, and also in the Cultural 
District of L’Hospitalet. But finally, making a strategic commitment the school 
decided to stay in Sarrià, which has been a key part of its DNA for 50 years. 

The search for a new space in Sarrià close to the current headquarters resulted in the disco-
very of a disused building, just in front of the funicular, owned by the Department of Health 
of the Generalitat de Catalunya. The Board, the management team and a group of teachers vi-
sited the site and agreed that it could meet the school’s needs. The building was ceded by the 
Generalitat to the EINA Foundation, who applied for a transfer and began to renovate and 
rehabilitate the site. The building, meanwhile, was soon to reveal its own fascinating story.  

The new building, at number 2 Bosc Street represents an opportunity for 
the school to substantially improve some main facilities that were previously 
very small, and to provide complementary services – increased workshop 
areas, space for autonomous creation, offices, research workshops and semi-
nar space, expanded storage capacity for works of art (both the Foundation’s 
own collection and student pieces) increased capacity for the historical ar-
chive, adapted services and so on. We are committed to updating and rein-
forcing all we do at EINA and putting our talents at the service of a renewed 
school, the city of Barcelona, and pedagogy in the 21st century.  

The History of the Main Building and the Annex
The building at Bosc 2 was built in the 1930s. From the 1950s-80s it was the 
headquarters of the “Hogar de Santa Marta,” a residence for single mothers 
owned by the Women’s Protection Board, under the Ministry of Justice. It 
had been founded by Ángela Castells, the soul and head writer of the im-
mensely popular 1950s radio program Elena Francis.  

In the centre of the picture,  
the Hogar Santa Marta building,  
from the Vallvidrera road. 1972.

Pau de Solà-Morales 
Director
EINA, Barcelona University Centre of Art and Design
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Although the architect of the first stage of the building is unknown, it was a fairly traditional 
structure in a pseudo-modernist and art-deco style, quite different from what exists now. It 
was built on three levels (a semi-basement and two above ground) and had a sloping gabled 
roof, large balconies and terraces and openings with organic details, as well as a spacious 
garden. Interestingly, the administrators of the Hogar de Santa Marta commissioned the ar-
chitects Oriol Bohigas and Josep Martorell (later MBM) to build a dressmaking room and 
bedrooms at the end of the courtyard. There is extensive documentation of this extension, 
which went through several projects and proposals and was finally completed in 1964, in 
a clearly different, more modern style, typical of the time. It is a building with a concrete 
structure and load-bearing walls made of exposed brick, with a façade that is open to the 
courtyard and a rational and open interior layout.  

We do not know at what time the original house was rebuilt with a fourth 
floor, completely modifying the roof and the tower, and covering the terraces. 
In the ’80s or ’90s, the building passed from the Ministry of Justice to the Mi-
nistry of Health of the Generalitat de Catalunya, and since then it had been 
used as a juvenile detention center. Subsequently, around 2012, it fell into 
disuse as a result of the Generalitat’s new regulations for the care for minors. 

When the building was ceded to the EINA Foundation, it looked gloomy and dark, with 
an interior corresponding to its last “educational” incarnation. All doors and windows were 
barred, and the perimeter of the estate was ringed with wire and metal fences. There were 
even numerous solitary confinement cells for the minors who had been housed there. The 
memory of the events that took place in the building throughout its complex history was our 
starting point, and maintaining that history as much as possible has been one of the priori-
ties of the rehabilitation and adaptation project. 

A Reflection of the Architectural Project 
To respond to EINA’s future pedagogical needs, the architectural project for 
the rehabilitation and adaptation of the Bosc Street building had to be re-
thought from top to bottom. 

EINA is committed to the society of which it forms part, and wants to be a role model: to 
the present moment of completion of architectural modernity, of the crisis of hierarchical 
systems, full of meaning and certainty, and of questioning progress and growth, decision-ma-
king mechanisms in dealing with a work of this magnitude must also be rethought. It has 
been a real challenge for the whole EINA community to rethink the intervention process in 
the new building, plan its “future uses” and determine the “end result” (which, as we will see, 
is conventional concepts that we have modified). 

To begin with, many of the techniques and ideas of the near future, and the 
professions that they will give rise to, do not yet have a name and are yet to 
be invented. Pedagogically it would be a mistake to mechanically reproduce 
and repeat the workshops, laboratories, and media we already have, in a spa-
ce we want to project into the future. On the other hand, anticipating what 
is not yet “needed” requires a high degree of flexibility and improvisation, 
which is not common in the field of architecture, so accustomed to the au-
thorship of the Demiurge. 

At first, aggravated by the inexorable work times of the construction industry, we opted for a 
“minimal” architectural intervention, focusing on a few main points:  
– trying to recover the spaces available in the building, obtaining the widest andmost trans
 parent distribution possible, without unduly compromising the structure;
– not “finishing” the project, leaving possibilities open to allow the building to “grow” in 
 the future, adapt to new needs and changing ways of learning, creating and experimenting;
– and finally involving users in its conception and approach, turning the building itself 
 into a teaching and learning material.

However, in the current situation of “permanent” unpredictability, predicted 
by philosophers and scientists alike (from Lyotard to Prigogine), it’s impos-
sible to make plans with the confidence of someone who believes in a stable 
world: the “end of certainties” forces us to move from “instructions,” guideli-
nes or dictats, to “uncertainty management.”

Therefore, instead of opting for a single architect to direct the operation, we decided to con-
duct a choral work to discover and share the needs of future users. 

In order to adapt the initial project to the needs that arose, teachers, admi-
nistration and services staff and students were invited to access the building 
to study its possibilities. At the same time, some members of the EINA com-
munity (which has many construction industry professionals) were asked to 
take on the role of technicians and discretionary management (in particular, 
a great deal of work was carried out by Alícia Nuñez, Enric Steegmann and 
Raúl Oliva). The project was co-created through a series of dialogues between 
technicians and users, with corrections and modifications coming in in real 
time and being, as far as possible, absorbed into the architectural project. 

It was undoubtedly a different way of working, based on cooperation and (dialectical) nego-
tiation to adjust the different needs and tensions, and to reach a balance. Projecting a buil-
ding against certainty, against technological and cultural determinism, becomes a complex 
task of discovery and creation in itself – less efficient, less linear, rife with inconveniences and 
transactions. Design, after all, is a succession of micro-decisions, and one way to anticipate 
the unpredictable is to leave some (if not many) of these micro-decisions open. 

Thus, some groups from the degree in design, and various postgraduate and 
Master’s degree modules, have been invited to reflect and to contribute ideas 
in the form of academic projects, which have been presented in public and 
incorporated as initiatives. A series of artistic interventions has also been 
planned, led by EINA Idea in collaboration with Jordi Colomer, patron of 
the Foundation, with relevant artists from the Barcelona scene who will 
work on various aspects of the building, with a small group of students. The-
se performative proposals will help us to reread and interpret the spaces, the 
surfaces and their stories from completely different dimensions. 

Therefore, the architectural project for the building has itself become a collective effort and 
an excuse for experimentation and research. 

Renovating the Building
The refurbishment of the building has had and will have several phases. The 
first phase was demolition, when all the interior divisions, metal bars and 
fences were removed and pavements, false ceilings and wall coverings were 
partially cleared, leaving the bare structure of the building. An effort was 
made to maintain some finishes, flooring and decorative elements, in order 
to record, here and there, the building’s historical memory.

In the second phase, reinforcement, a series 
of large-scale architectural interventions were 
made to consolidate the structure, guarantee-
ing its solidity and resistance, and adapting it 
to current regulations. A new, wider and safer 
staircase has also been added to the main buil-
ding, and the existing elevator shaft has been 
adapted. In the annex, the old staircase has also 
been replaced by a new one and a new elevator 
has been installed. To complete the phase of the 
main work, a series of reinforcements and stints 
of load-bearing walls have been constructed to 
align the existing bays and plenums, and to tidy 
up the distribution of the spaces. Fireproofing 
has been carried out on the roofs and ironwork, 
which will now be visible. 
The third phase (still in progress) has consisted 
of the replacement of the exterior carpentry and 
doors, and a few interior enclosures, ensuring 
watertightness, acoustic and thermal insulation, 
and comfort. The carpentry, in black anodised 
aluminum, with thermal and acoustic bridge 

rupture, enhances the contrast between the new and the old in an unusual 
building that wants to reinforce the feeling of being “unfinished” or “in pro-
gress.” The discreet placement of the necessary facilities (electricity, lighting, 
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DESIGN, BORN 
IN THE HEAT OF 
I N D U S T R I A L I Z AT I O N 
AND MODERNITY, WILL 
HAVE TO ADAPT, AND 
WILL FIND ITS RAISON 
D’ÊTRE IN CREATIVITY 
AND NOVELTY. 
UNCERTAINTY REQUIRES 
AND DEMANDS OPEN 
MINDS CAPABLE OF 
ANTICIPATING AND 
THINKING ABOUT 
THE FUTURE, EVEN 
IF JUST THE MOMENT 
BEFORE IT HAPPENS 

Original plan of the project for 
the dress making room of the 
Hogar Santa Marta, by MBM 
(Martorell-Bohigas-McKay),  
2nd floor (1956).
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heating and air conditioning, plumbing, computers, etc.) will turn a buil-
ding under construction into a space for creation. 

At the beginning of the third phase, the works were paused so that one of the main events 
in the academic year could be held onsite (with all security guarantees): the public and jury 
evaluation of the final degree projects. The display for the class of 2020-21 featured high par-
ticipation and was a success with the public. It was the first opportunity to experience how 
the building’s spaces operated, and to observe teacher and student responses. 

The fourth phase will include minimal finishes: new and old floors, railings 
on stairs and balconies, electrical plugs and mechanisms, lighting, etc., op-
ting for as discreet and neutral a tone as possible. Finally, we will turn our 
attention to the “historical” facings, in an attempt to make them useful while 
preserving their spirit and their compositional strength. 

EINA, Facing Design Pedagogy Challenges 
The modern world, as we have known it so far (and in the last three hundred 
years) is slowly but surely moving towards its end: we are gradually abandoning 
the comfort of bourgeois society, and with this change come new methods, 

objects, and processes, which 
will result in new ways of doing 
things and new needs. The spa-
ces we need will change too, and 
this will be a great challenge. 
Design, born in the heat of in-
dustrialization and modernity, 
will have to adapt, and will find 
its raison d’être in creativity and 
novelty. Uncertainty requires 
and demands open minds capa-
ble of anticipating and thinking 
about the future, even if just the 
moment before it happens.  

At EINA, we have started to consider the ways teaching and learning design 
and the arts will evolve in the coming years. We cannot know what the needs 
of our students, now still in school, will be, but we can give them one of the 
most necessary skills of the 21st century: the ability to create, innovate, and 
solve complex problems in a shrewd and agile way. We are adapting our tea-
ching plans to be more transversal; we give students the ability to make their 
own curriculum, to encourage the emergence of these hitherto non-existent 
professions; and we adapt teaching methodologies in the classroom, prepa-
ring for a whole new way of learning. 

At Bosc 2, the teaching and creative spaces that will be the infrastructure of the future are 
being made. These innovations will take place “in the woods,” in a place where the unknown 
and the wild are blended into a space that offers welcome and promise.
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Avinguda de Vallvidrera with the 
Castanyer house on the left, the railway 
ditch on the right and the Col·legi 
Montserrat half-finished. The Hogar 
Santa Marta building is on the right. 

The Hogar Santa Marta, in the 
foreground, in the early 1950s.
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INFUTURIBLES:
Between a Rock and a School: Between a School and a Hard Place

European Space Agency. Multiple 
fires in the states of California, 
Washington and Oregon, captured 
by Copernicus Sentinel-3 on 10 
September 2020. Contains modified 
Copernicus Sentinel data 2020.

I,
(climate)

We are witnessing the birth of a grand narrative in 4D. Highly chaotic, it 
takes place in a multiplicity of media whose extent is that of the entire world. 
Constantly designed, it operates against a horizon called the future that has 
become suddenly more explicit and more inconceivable. Carbon dioxide 
emissions are expected to return to record highs in 2023, and the fate of 
humans in the next three decades will need to be renegotiated in line with 
the undoubted increase of Earth’s temperature at 1.5°C or more.1 The history 
of what the International Energy Agency (IEA) has called, in its most recent 
report, “the greatest challenge humankind has faced”2, is not written as a lin-
ear narrative, but rather delivers itself in waves of events – synchronous and 
cacophonic like summer fires burning from the Peloponnese to San Diego to 
Collserola while being remotely recorded on camera. Rebecca Solnit recent-
ly noted that “one of the seldom-stressed aspects of what climate demands of 
us is that it is essentially a mandate to build a better world, a cleaner, more 
equitable, more cooperative world – cooperative with nature as well as with 
each other. The status quo cannot continue: the paths forward are, more or 
less, heaven or hell.”3 To use an expression bearing both collective and geo-
logical undertones, we are caught between a rock and a hard place.4 In the 
words of the IEA, the transition to net zero will create millions of jobs for 
new professionals and it will destroy just as many from the old fossil fuel 
economy.5 The new meta-narrative is one of self-transformation and it makes 
the present moment a truly ideal one for design schools to rethink, readjust, 
and respond to the planetary, post-human predicament.  

As Isabelle Stengers has noted, the assimilation of “there is no choice” as a key to action today 
should not ratify a system that wants to change the details to maintain its fundamental oper-
ating principles. Assuming responsibility for making future life possible on the planet implies 

substantially abandoning the 
idea that mankind’s mission is 
to dominate the Earth, and to 
sever the concept of progress 
from this linear and transcend-
ent narrative.6 Here in instabil-
ity, or the impossibility to sta-
bilize,  the question of what is 
the ultimate object of sustaina-
bility — whether a grand econ-
omy or the natural ecosystem 
— is also where every binary 
logic branches out into a myr-
iad speculative variants, that is, 
non-teleologically and non-lin-

early, mutating and undoing its structure. The script on what is to be done — chto delat — 
becomes more and more complex, even as the urgency keeps increasing and augmenting its 
antagonistic power over the various positions available and the priorities on view. 

The seemingly global and decisive human project will unravel alongside 
atmospheric and terrestrial changes in real time. If anything characterizes 
the climate of the present — and the present as climate — it is the need to 
rethink our ways of narrating our stories and particularly our visions of the 
future as an inhabitable landscape beyond the immediate horizon. Exploded 
weather patterns epitomize the new hegemony of im/probability, and deep 
transformations of the very idea of causality in our times. Amitav Gosh has 
suggested that the condition of contemporary realism is the introduction at 
any moment of force majeure events that break the cohesion of a landscape, 
the flow and unity of the story, and thus of fiction itself.7 In the framework 
of our daily lives, how often has COVID-19 made it impossible to plan a trip, 
a meeting or a talk? In our immediate surroundings, The Discreet Charm of 
the Bourgeoisie could be rewritten for the pandemic as a history of postpone-
ments, intermittent curfews, and improvised excesses. 
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Manuel Cirauqui 
Director
Eina Idea
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This process reveals the intensification of readjusting and updating dynamics in our techni-
cal and relational devices. Talking about a “4D” condition is not so much late-modern pos-
turing or a techno-retro-futuristic trope, but an indication of a paradox. The bridge between 
the natural and the artificial world is no longer form, the operational concept, but needs to 
be completed by systemic glitching from micro to macro, and to atmospheric levels. When 
viewed from outside the perspective of catastrophe, this actually constitutes an invitation to 
empathy, adaptation and resilience.8 Either we become one with complexity, or we become 
barbarians under the power of collapse. This is therefore the climate in which we ask not only 
what kinds of art and design are possible, but how both may be given a space of possibility 
beyond sheer physical needs or the idea of a simplistic, self-referential return to better times.

II, 
(ecologies of Bosc)

From the outset, EINA Bosc presented itself as a “post-interesting” situation.9 

What is “interesting” is not to implant an academic structure in any empty 
space available, to make it and sign it; but to let things manifest and let our-
selves be obstructed by what haunts the project materially and immaterially. 
The potential of a hard place like Bosc resides in the latent ecologies, in the 
combination of layers when they are not hidden one under the other, or an-
ecdotally catalogued, but rather opened up in a school that might be called 
situated, porous, expanded, and fluid between the rocks and the hard places. 

Our diagram of the situation, however brief, needs to take into account a few nuances. The 
ecosystem of Collserola is an eco-metropolitan hybrid in which local flora and fauna coexist 
with invasive species, particularly humans,10 their buildings and composite infrastructures, 
from a range of time periods. The natural biotope of the park incorporates social, architec-
tural and technological complexity, especially in the transversal strip that leads from the 
Vallvidrera Road, with its great railway furrow, to the top of Tibidabo, which is dominat-
ed by the Fabra Observatory (1904) and the Collserola Telecommunications Tower (1992). 
Since the latter was installed, the majority of audiovisual links in the province of Barcelona 
are carried out from it, while key astronomical and climatological observations are still 
based out of the observatory.        

From both sides of the Vallvidrera Road, luxury homes (some unique, others 
built in series) eyeball other hybrid constructions made in phases, without 
a unitary architectural plan and with conspicuous levels of legal sloppiness. 

Among the several manor houses that remain is 
the Casa Manuel Dolcet, whose early twentieth 
century design provided, from 1967 onward, 
the stage for an educational experiment that 
we may call a “sabotage of resignation” in the 
context of Franco-era Barcelona. Peter Slotedijk 
coined that expression while referring to Bocac-
cio’s Decameron, summarized as the story of a 
handful of wealthy young 14th-century Flor-
entines, who set up “the first aesthetic republic 
of Modernity” and “the first case of a counter 
culture” in the midst of a pandemic.11 The his-
tory of the prototyping of poetic life forms as 
“mental immunity systems” via the exercise of 
fiction, and the act of taking refuge from ca-
tastrophe within a circle of creative synergies, 
remain valid today, though this should not be 
misunderstood and conflated with the digital 
storytelling environments that are hegemonic 
in our time. Intrinsic to them is the preformat-
ting of an action-attention economy whose per-
formance cannot be separated from user data 
exploitation, no matter how convincing the ali-

bis of social connectivity and semi-free self-expression appear to the majority. 
Certainly, the Decamerons of the 21st century will have to be rewritten, with 
unpaid creative enthusiasm, by the precarious generation.12 
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Vestiges of the activities of the 
Centre Residencial d’Acció 
Educativa (CRAE) Vilana. 
Taken by the author during the 
construction process of EINA 
Bosc, March 2021. The green wall 
(left) has been preserved, with its 
marks, in the new facilities.
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For the actual prototyping of techno-poetic life forms, and the reinvention of ben vivere 
through art and design, we will have to position ourselves in a fiercely oblique manner. To 
build as many aesthetic republics as possible is a vital mandate and will not easily fit as an 
agenda item in ideological, technological, or corporate handbooks. It requires uses of tech-
nology that are tactical and pharmacological; it expresses political inclinations via molecular 
relations with agencies it intimately co-acts with, while exploiting back the theatrical poten-
tial of corporate identities and authorial masks. But again, while we may aptly call this a sab-
otage of resignation, what is at stake is also a “sabotage of apocalypse” in light of imminent 
climate catastrophe, and both mandates cannot by any means be dissociated. 

In the meantime, the screams of generation Greta13 will have to be heard as 
clearly as those of generation Morad. Again, we have the ideal context for it. 
Up until 2012, Bosc functioned as a provisional “reception center” for unac-
companied minors, under the official name of Centro Residencial de Acción 
Educativa (CRAE) Vilana, dependent on the Generalitat de Catalunya. This 
administrative reception system, to date, segregates minor unaccompanied 
nationals and migrants into separate facilities; the Vilana center took charge 
of the second group. In late spring 2020, the place was still a time capsule, 

unfurnished but full of mural 
traces in the form of papers, in-
scriptions (signatures, graffiti, 
phone numbers), printouts of 
drawings and selfies, and nor-
mative panels explaining the 
principles of the institution. It 
was deserted, surrounded by 
bars, metal fences and, in some 
areas, barbed wire. Every five 
minutes the enclosure shook 
in time to a passing train. In 
the second building there was 
something that looked like a 
recreational classroom, with a 

handprinted sign reading “SALA GAUDÍ.” It is quite possible that the name 
of the room, which was officially called the Ludoteca, or playroom, came 
from a staff member; perhaps one of those who appear in the “Festival of 
the Sacrifice” (i.e. the Muslim celebration of Eid al-Adha) in a video from 
2010 that still circulates online, and in which the kids who live in the Vilana 

center appear almost in a good mood.14 Behind the alleged playroom was a 
series of cages, or isolation cells. Until their demolition in 2020, all of them 
appeared covered with a material derived from pulverized wood or high-
ly compressed cardboard; in any case the surfaces were visibly damaged by 
kicks, blows and scratches. There is documentation on the systematic appli-
cation of non-regulatory punishments in these centers.15 Clearly these spaces 
did not have any storage for food. In fact, the food served to the inmates of 
Vilana-El Bosc was known to be always pre-cooked, except on special occa-
sions such as the cited barbecue, or when the Ombudsman16 were known to 
be paying a visit. 
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This environment, which made the heart sink and still held traces of the agony17 experienced 
in it was, simply, a repository for people deprived of rights. The structure of Vilana-El Bosc for 
the care of unaccompanied minors was inherited from the building’s previous incarnation, 
known as Hogar Santa Marta during the Franco dictatorship. At that point it was an institu-
tion for nationals only, and therefore it offered perhaps gentler life conditions to its residents, 
though it was not exactly a summer retreat for any of them. Since its foundation in 1954, the 
institution’s mission was to “re-educate” women in what the administration would call prob-
lematic insertion situations. Managed by militant nuns, the “Martitas”18 or “lost girls” were 
working-class women who were kept until the age of 25, and were then released knowing 
a “trade” such as weaving or cooking. In their years at Hogar Santa Marta, they would have 
looked over the pseudo-modernist balconies along the street, which included Casa Manuel 
Dolcet, already visible on the east side. The craft of dressmaking was taught in the second pa-
vilion, designed on commission by the architect Oriol Bohigas, the interior of which would 
later be used to create the Gaudí Room and the punishment cells of the young Moroccans. 

The different strata of EINA Bosc — ecological, architectural, colonial, pas-
toral, disciplinary, patriarchal — lend themselves to a non-linear reading of 
shock points, a story of emergencies without clear causalities. The facade of 
the building reveals a history of different crusts, where old stucco returns to 
the surface thanks to humidity that pushes from within and from the ground, 
the plaster and the stone. Due to the highly composite nature of its materi-
als, the irregularity of the processes of deterioration of modern architecture 
makes the buildings look older than they are and the sense of their historicity 
is dislocated.19 At times, material and political processes seem to coincide and 
synch up. In the words of Silvia Rivera Cusicanqui, “there is no ‘post’ or ‘pre’ 
in a vision of history that is not linear or teleological, that moves in cycles and 
spirals, that marks a course but always returns to the same spot.” 20

Our tours of the Bosc site during the process of demolition and construction revealed a mul-
titude of faces, resulting from the destruction of joints between building parts and energy 
points. These were organic compositions, like soft tissue scarring on flesh, but multicolored 
due to the burning of various layers of disparate paint. Pareidolias of faces, as in the water-
colors of Henri Michaux although here the medium was damaged plastic; cells, like the 
ones Ida Applebroog drew inside her own hospital cell during her institutionalized youth. 
“It is the inalienable task of authors to deal with the writings on the wall on which our cen-
tury rests,” said Alexander Kluge.21 The encounter of these wall marks during construction 
makes us rethink the exercise that Bruno Munari posed to young “progettisti,” consisting of 
assembling faces made of any material in order to learn the infinite nuances of expression 
in graphic symbols.22 Faced with the stains and scarifications of an intermediate stage of 
EINA Bosc, it is possible to consider the concrete indeterminacy manifested in the strata of 
the building, the tangible virtuality of all of them as a matter that Karen Barad would call 
unsettled or unresolved.23 We see these various material settlements not as manifestations of 
the formless, but as compositions in which heterogeneous, human and non-human agencies 
are involved—an impure ecology we may recognize as our only teacher.  

As a building that preserves its material and situational complexity, its bump-
iness and scars, the site of EINA Bosc wants to be explored and experienced. 
The emphatic vision of the “designer” is opposed by the tactility of self-con-
struction that moves empathically and progresses inch by inch. The formalis-
tic drive, the additive-extractive economy of architecture is countered by the 
need to coexist, reuse, listen, discover, over and over. Art and design display 
their immunological potential when they are allowed to confront situations 
of tense indeterminacy. The idea of “cultural development” that is both so-
cially and institutionally assisted is opposed to that of self-production and 
organic growth of the forest as a collective, capable of sustaining itself and 
generating internal diversity. In our relationship with the forest, all agents 
cultivate and are cultivated. As Hu Fang puts it: “Anyone who slowly dis-
solves into the forest at night would believe that the legends of destiny are 
already inscribed into the body of the plant, which uses growth rings, scent, 
its own form, and the dirt in which it dwells to write history — a history that 
distantly echoes that of the Earth’s boiling core.” 
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THE DIFFERENT  
LAYERS OF EINA BOSC  
— 

ECOLOGICAL, 
ARCHITECTURAL, 
COLONIAL, 
PASTORAL, 
DISCIPLINARY, 
PATRIARCHAL

—

LEND THEMSELVES  
TO A NON-LINEAR  

READING MADE OF  
CLASHES, A TALE OF  

EMERGENCIES WITHOUT  
CLEAR CAUSALITIES
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“Scarifications” on the walls, 
discovered during the building 
process. Photos by the author, 
October 2020. 
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Frederick Kiesler. Man = heredity  
+ environment, 1939. Drawing.  
H = Human environment; N = Natural 
environment; T = Technological 
environment; M = Man. © 2009 
Austrian Frederick and Lillian 
Kiesler Private Foundation, Vienna.

General diagram for syllabus, 
EINA, c. 1966-1968. Attributed  
to Alexandre Cirici. 

III, 
(infuturibilia)

The question Che fare? was written by Mario Merz using neon calligraphy on 
a metal container full of wax, eternally waiting to take shape, in 1968. Around 
the same time, in Barcelona, the school named EINA (in Catalan, “tool”) was 
founded by one generation to creatively oppose, as Germano Celant would 
have said,  “the authoritarian power of the previous one.”25 Now in 2021, the 
radical uncertainty of the pandemic present and our confrontation with a bi-
nary future (Earth preservation/destruction) forces us into a narrow decision 
framework (Stengers's “there is no choice”) though we still seem to lack a 
great deal of clarity. The question is not so much what could happen if we do 
this or that, the futuribles or futuribilia26 that project in/finite variations of the 
possible world based on the best and the worst information at hand. Even if 
AI ends up doing most of the hard work in the coming years, the productive 
and creative unlocking of the present requires the highest levels of attention 
and respect to the world’s radical uncertainty. We need to critically overflow, 
rather than ignore or suspend, the quantitative calculations of consequences 
in future scenarios. Coincidentally, and as a major challenge or perhaps a 
practical refutation, the incalculability of climate chaos grows symmetrically 
to the boasting development of predictive algorithms. How should we under-
stand the role of our emotions, intuitions, and desires in all this? Certainly, 
as a vocation of overflow, to search for and be cultivated by the unexpected. 

There emerges the domain of the infuturible. Like scarred face-shaped stains surfacing on der-
elict walls, we address creation and transformation in radically present terms. Among many 
senses to the word, the infuturible could be understood as what emerges with depth and 
urgency, perhaps ever incomplete; what cannot be postponed by any means and reveals its 
immediate relevance without the intervention of a causal calculation; what is without a fu-
ture but still exists and lives, as helpless and avid as an unaccompanied immigrant youth, un-
leashing at every moment without concrete mediation, chaotically27. The infuturible inhabits 
the center of the current emergency, and acting in an infuturible way radically vindicates 
the now as a measure of the after (just as touch does) while at the same time underlining an 
infinite plasticity (the wax of che fare). 

We may see, with Frederick Kiesler, the practice of art-design as the metabolic 
work of a productive ecosystem in which everything active is per se useful 
and alive. The time zone of such a practice is not located in the future but 
in the here and now.28 What Kiesler called “co-reality” is an environment 

of continuous interactions that lead each life 
form to become its other. Thus, “no tool exists 
in isolation” and “every technological device 
is co-real.”29 The interaction of the human be-
ing with the natural and technological legacy 
found in his time constitutes a “total environ-
ment,” as Kiesler illustrated in a diagram that 
can be compared with the famous rotor system 
that Alexandre Cirici used for the first pedagog-
ic model at EINA. For Kiesler, who abhorred 
formulaic functionalism, the practice of design 
was rooted in a “state of perpetual becoming”30 

and based on the collaboration between people 
and things. Every form is illegible if its visible 
and invisible, voluntary and involuntary emana-
tions are not considered.31 

Like Kiesler in his time, today voices such as Keller Easterling, Benjamin Bratton, or Alexandra 
Midal have highlighted the need to redefine (redesign) the very function of design.32 Immu-
nizing us against endemic narrative fallacies is one of the responsibilities of the arts. One of 
those fallacies is their role as “problem solvers” on a world rescue mission.33 As Paul Virilio 
said and Mariana Pestana recalled recently, we must not forget that “the invention of the ship 
brought with it the invention of the shipwreck.”34 In the face of the solver-explainer anxiety, 
sustainable design should perhaps develop as an infuturible art, based on radical exploration, 
the poetics of deceleration, and the cooperative expansion of what we consider to be intelligent life.  
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